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VITESSA 
INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR USE 



The most Important Point 

of these instructions for the VITESSA is on this page ; 

Please read this booklet carefully and make yourself 

thoroughly familiar with all the operations and con
trols of the camera before you load your first film and 

start taking pictures. 

Remember also that the VITESSA is an optical and 

mechanical precision instrument which calls for gentle 

and understanding treatment. The camera will repay 

careful handling with beautifully sharp and clear 

pictures for many years to come. 
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VITESSA 
Synchro.Compur 
with Light Valu e Scale 

Film Counter and 
Film Indicator 

2 Flash Socket 
3 Left-hand Front Door 
4 Aperture Lever for se.fting 

the ligh,t values 
S Shutter Speed Ri,ng with light 

vallue scale 
6 Aperture-Speed Scale 
7 Aperture Pointer 
8 Synchronization and 

Self-timer Pointer 
9 Release Button 

10 Combi-plunger 
11 View- and Rangefinder 

Windows 
12 Focusing Scale with 

Depth 01 Field Indicator 
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13 View- and Rangeflnder 
Eyepiece 

14 Rangefinder Focusing Wheel 

15 Camera Back (completely 
removable) 

16 Rewind Crank 

17 Tripod Bush 

18 Rewind Release Button 

19 Synchronization and 
Self-timer Lever 

10 Latch 
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LOADING 

like unloading and changing parUy ex .. 
posed films (see pages 22 and 23) is 
speoial'ly ea,sy and qU'ick, for the camera 
back is ~eparate from the body. You 
can the'refo,re remove i,t completel,y and 
cauy out a,H the necess·ary ope.ra·Hons 
without obstruction. 

To Remove the Back 
hol,d the camera in your left hand, with 
the four fingers against the lower edge 
of the two front doors. Then lift up the 
latch, gi,ve it a qua1rte.r turn so that it 
poinh to " Off", and puf,f the camera 
back off the body by means of the 
la~ch (see illiustration). 
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9 Release Button 
10 Combi-plunger 
13 View- and Rangefinder 

Eyepiece 
14 Range'inder Focusing 

Wheel 
18 Rewind Button 
21 Take-up Spool 
II Film Transport Shaft 
II Film Track 
24 Film Chamber 

lor Cartridge 

INTERI OR 
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Inserting the Cartridge 

The VITESSA takes standard: dayMght 
cari~idges of pe.rforated 35 mm. fi.lm. Al
though these cartridges a,re Ii ght.tigh·t, 
it 'i,s best not to handle them in too 
strong Mght. The.reio're load and unload 
the camem in the shade - even the 
shadow of yoU'r own bodiy wi,1I do. 

• The ancharing slit in the take-u p spaol must 
face upwards ; if necessary adjust the spool 
by turning the film transport shaft. 

• Pull aut a short length of the film leader 
from the cartridge and push the end into the 
take-up spool until the perforation engages 
(see illustration). The upper edge of the film 
must lie c1ase against the spool flange . 

• Pull the cartridge across the film track and 
insert it in the film chamber. 

• Check that the sprocket teeth of the film 
transport shaft engage the perforat ions of 
the film . 
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Once the film is in position in the camera as shown in the 
illustration, first set the film counter mechanism and the film 
indicator, and close the back. Do this as follows. Hold 
cartridge in position and turn the camera over. Rotate film 
counter disc until the diamond t mark is next to the index 
line. Set film indicator by rotating . 

N (N) 
U (R) = 
NK (NA) = 

black-and-white negative film 
black·and-white reversal film 
negative colour film for artificial 
light 

NT (ND) 
T (D) 
K (A) 
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negative colour daylight 
reversal colour film for daylight 
reversal colour film for artificial 
light 



Closing the Camera Back 
Pu·sh the camera bqck and body toge
ther again (see iUustration). Keep them 
pressed togethe'r whHe you turn back 
the ,Iotch and fold it down. 

Note: If the back should nat close completely, 
unfold the rewind crank and move it in anti
arrow direction . If necessary, slightly turn th e 
latch . 
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upentng 
the Camera 

Simultaneous 
pressure on combi 
plunger and release button -
the twa front Qvars spring open and 
expose the lens and shutter (see illustration) . 
If necessary, pull one of the front doors slightly 
outwards. Let combi plunger come out gently . 
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If you have just loaded a new 
film first advance the film 
counter to No. O. 

• Press the release to make sure 
that the shutter is not cocked . 

• Fully depress th e combi-plunger 
and let it come up again . 

• Press in the release button 
allowing the shutter to run dawn 
again . 

• Repeat both operations until the 
counter indicates O. 

• Throughout the film the counter 
will show the number of exposed 
frames. 

The release button has to accom
plish two tasks : with closed ca
mera to open it - with open ca
mera to release the shutter. 



THE SYNCHRO-COMPUR SHUTTER 
with Light Value Scale 

carries shutler speeds of 1, 1/ 2, 1/4, 1/ 8, 

1/ 15, l / ao, 1/ 60, 1/ 125, 11250, and 1/ 500 second 
as weH as "S" for time exposures. II is 
speed~synchron'ized fo·r aU, types of 
fla,~h, a,nd Hlled wi,th a bvnt-in delayed 
adion release (self-timer). 
For exposure without flash there is no difference 
setting the synchro lever on M or X. 
The aperture and speed settings are coupled 
with each other. The relationship between 
apertures and shutter speeds is expressed in 
"light values" which depend on the prevailing 
lighting and subject conditions. Setting the 
appropriate light value always gives the right 
aperture-speed combination for correct expo
sure. Every single light value thus corresponds 
to a whole range of correct combinations 
(e. g . ' I .. second at f/5.6, ' I .. second at f!8 , 
' I .. second at fill, and so on.). 
Several photo-electric exposure meters give 
direct light value readings, provided the meter 
is set for the speed of the film in the camera . 
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Aperture-Speed Settings 
You can arrive at the correct settings on the Synchro
Com pur shutter with light values in various ways . 

(a) With exposure meters calibrated in light values. 
Read off the light value from the meter. Set this on 
the shutter by moving the aperture lever so that the red 
painter points to the required red light value number 
on the shutter speed ring (see top illustration ). The 
lever clicks into positi on at each setting . This gives you 
the correct ratio of aperture and shutter speed. For 
really accurate exposure settings with colour film you 
can also use intermediate light value positions which 
automatically lead to half-stop settings. 

This sets just one of the many possible aperture-speed 
combinations (e. g . '/" second at f/8 for a light value 
of 11, as shown in the bottom illustration). If you want 
to use another shutter speed, simply move the shutter 
speed ring to the required setting . The aperture then 
changes automatically to give the correct exposure for 
the required time. Conversely, you can adjust the 
aperture at will, again by moving the shutter speed 
ring, which correspondingly readjusts the shutter speed. 
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Aperture-Speed Settings - (continued) 

One light value will not cover all the aperture and speed settings marked on the shutter, 
for when you turn the speed ring you must eventually reach the limit of either the aper
ture or the shutter speed scale. 

When the shutter speed index mark (the red dot on the shutter speed ring) reaches the 
end of the scale, the ring will not turn any farther. Note : The limit at one end of the 
scale is the "S" setting for time exposures which are of course not timed by the shutter 
mechanism. For any given light value, this setting requires an exposure of 2 seconds. 
When the aperture index (the red pointer below the aperture scale) reaches the limit of 
the aperture scale, further movement of the shutter speed ring alters the light value 
setting. 

(b) With exposure meters not calibrated in light values. Read off a suitable aperture-speed 
combination from the meter in the normal way. Then set these values separately on 
the shutter. Shutter Speed: Rotate the shutter speed ring until the' red dot on the ring is 
opposite the required speed figure . Aperture : Adiust the aperture lever so that the pointer 
points to the ~equired aperture number. This also sets the corresponding light value ; the 
aperture and speed are now coupled so that you can proceed as described under (a) above. 

(e) Without using an exposure meter. In principle the procedure is the same as described 
under (b) above, but you have to estimate ine aperture and shutter speed required. To 
avoid incorrect settings note that the speed must be set first and the aperture afterwards. 
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Setting the Self-timer 

The built-in de'I'ayed adion ,re,lealse (seM
limer) (]I1,lows you to take pictu1res of 
yourseM wi·thout having to a,~k other 
people to "press the button" fo:r you. 

• First set the required aperture-speed combi
nation and the distance. Tension the shutter 
with the combi·plunger (see page 19) . 

• Then set the serrated synchronizing lever 
underneath the shutter (see top illustration) 
to ' V' (see bottom illustration) . The self-· 
timer is now ready for use . 

• About 8 seconds after pressing the releas~' 
button the shutter releases itself autamati. 
colly. The synchronizing lever has movedl 
away from 'V' pointing to ' X' again . 

Note : The self-timer cannot be used with 
the shutter at ' B'. 
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The view- and rangefinder 
combine,s a viewfinder and rangefinde.r 
in one. On Ilooking through the eyepiece 
(a'rrow, !.eft) you will see Ihe finder 
image wi,~h Ihe brig hI rangefi.nde·r field 
in the middle. On the righI, wi,th in com
forlable reach of the right thumb, you 
wi'''' find Ihe miMed focu,s'ing wheel. 

The finder shows the cor·rec·I view even 
a,t close range (i. e. belween 3.3 and 
6 feel) as il inco'rpo'mtes an auloma,tic 
poroUax adju.stment. 

Note : When vi ewing the subject through the 
finder, keep your fingers clear af the right. 
hand rangefinder window. 
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Setting the Rangefinder 

Hold the camera in the shooting pos- i,~ion wilh 
the right thumb on the focusing wheel. Sighl 
the subject, holding the eyepiece do-se to your 
eye so tha-t you see aLI fou.,. corne,1'S of the 
field of view. Look stra-ight into the eyepiece; 
don't try to squint ~idewa'ys . 

As long aiS the ,ra,ngefinde-r is nof focused cor
reoHy, you see a double image of the subject 
in the rangefinder field (see top illustration). 
Tum the focusling wheel unfil the two images 
coincide and fu-se into one sha1rp image (see 
bottom ilil.ustraition). This aUltomatica-H,y seh the 
lens to the corred distance. 

Note: With horizontal shots watch the vertical outlines 
of the subject, ond with upright shots focus on th e 
horizontol lines . 
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8feel 6 \ 
8 3,5 

22 22 16
11 

22 22 22 22 
Zone Focusing: 
When you focus the rangefinder, the focus·ing scale a,l,so rotates with the 
focusing whee')" Abo,ve the scalie, in the cen~re o,f the semi ... drcul;a'r depth of 
field indicator, the tip of the "icrngu,la'l' T index malrk points to the exact 
focused distance. The unnumbered. divisions o~e expla,ined on page 34. 
The focusing scale also carries twa special marks for candid and action shots withou t 
using the rangefinder. With the scale set to the I'. mark (about 10 feet) , everything between 
about 8 and 15 feet will be sharp, while at the 0 setting (about 33 feet) everything is sharp 

_ from 15 feet to infinity. You must, however, stop down the lens to f /8. See also page 34 
for further details about aperture and depth of field . 
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The Combi-plunger and Double Interlock 

A sing le pre,swre with the finger on the combi-p,lunger simuHaneously 

transpo,r!s the film by one f<rame, tens ions the ~hutte,r, advances the film 

counter, andre,Jea,ses the double exp05,ure I:ock. 

I 
Always depress the combi-plunger as far as it will go and then let it 
come out completely. At the slower shutter speeds (l Iz and 1 second) 
wait until the shutter has closed again before depressing the combi· 
plunger. 

The automatic double interlock prevents double exposures and blank 

frames. The plu'nger only ten,sions the shutter after an expOisure; conversely you 

can onll}' pre55 the relea,se button aHer worki,ng the combi-pI1unger. For inten

tional clouble exposUores (e. g . for trick shots) see page 35. 
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TAKING 

To take the picture, gently but smoothly 
press the release butt·on. Do not jerk it 
or stop haH-way. Short in'stan,taneous 
exposures (1/ 30 second or faster) are 
usually taken with the camera held in 
the hand. Avoid holding the camera 
un~upported for exposures longer than 
1/ 30 second; prop up you,r arms or lean 
yo,ur body aga1inst some.thi:ng soNd. 

For time exposures (with the shutter set to ' B") 
the camera must have d firm support. Either 
unfold the leg at the right front door and set 
up the camera on a flat surface such as a 
table, or mount it on a tripod. For long time 
exposu res a cable release with locking device 
is advisable; this screws into the socket of the 
release button (see illustration ). 
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Closing the Camera: 

The front of the shutter carries two red 
semi-ci.rcular finger hold~. To close the 
front doors pre~s bo,th thumbs aga'inst 
these ma,rks (~ee top iItIuslration) and 
push the lens with the shutter back into 
the camera bodiy. fhen dose bo,th front 
doors unHl the'y engage w ith 0 oI.ick 
(see bottom 'iHusirration), and f.ina1111y 
puS'h the combi-pkmger into the body. 

When carrying .he camera in i.s ever
ready case, proceed as follows. Le •• he 
camera hang down over your ches', 
pull bo.h front doors slightly ou'wards, 
and a •• he same .ime push .he lens and 
shuHer In.o .he body. -Close .he front 
doors and press In the combl-plunger. 
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Unloading the Camera: 

When the Him c-oun,ter indico,tes the lost 
elClposu're o-r when you can no longe,r 
depress the combi-plu,nge,r and the re
lea,se ful'ly, the film is finished. You now 
hO"le to rewi'nd it in,to its co'rtridge. 

• Press down the rewind button in the bottom 
of the camera (see top illustration) - no 
permanent pressure required! 

• Unfold the rewind crank (see bottom illus
tration) and turn it in the direction of the 
arrow engraved on it ' 

• The film counter rotates at the same time . 
When it ceases to turn, stop rewinding. 
Th e film is now back in its cartridge, and 
the latter can be taken out of the camera 
after removing the back. 
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Changing partly exposed Films 

With the VITESSA you can OJIiwoy,s ullioad a partly exposed film during 
shooting aod change to a dliffe'rent one (for instance if yo,u want to use 
colour film instead of black-and-white). No Oo'rk-room is necessary. 

Proceed als foHows. 

First make a not'e of the number of exposed frames (write it down to make sure) as 
shown on the film counter. Then rewind the portly exposed film into its cartridge as 
already described opposite. 

• When reloading the portly exposed film later on, make sure thot the shutter is not 
cocked and proceed as described on pages 8 to 11, up to setting the film counter to .0·. 

Then half close the two front doors, keep the release button pressed down, and keep on 
working the combi-plunger fully until the film counter indicates one frame more than 
you hod noted when unloading the film. Let the lens engage in taking position and 
once more operate combi-plunger fully. The camero is now ready to shoot. 
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Synchronized Flash 
The SYNCHRO-COMPUR shutter with 
light va,I'ue s,cale permlk f,lash shots of 
moving objects a,t aU shutler speeds up 
to the top speed of 1/ 500 second. The 
Hash can be used on ih own, or com
bined with daylight or a'rtifidal light 
source's. It is pa'rtiwlorly useful for light
ing up the shadow areas in against-the
light shots. 
All makes of usual flash 'units can be 
connected to the shutler. The following 
pages give a short summary of ways of 
mounting the flash gun as well as the 
shutler speeds you can use with different 
types of flash. 
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The iHus~ration on the leH shows the 
VITESSA in the VoigHander Hash case 
which contains a complete built-in 
ballery-capacitor flash gun. Other units, 
such as the Voigtlander flash gun, can 
either be mounted to one side of the 
camera, or filled directly into the access
ory shoe. 

The flash cable campletes the electrica l circuit 
between the flash gun and the shutter of the 
camera. To connect the cable, push the flash 
plug at the end of it over the flash socket on 
the shutter (see illustration ). 

Warning: Never use the shutter to fire flaslt 
bulbs from the 110 or 220 volt mains . 
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Mounting the Flash Gun 



The Synchronizing Settings: 

The synchronizing se+ting (M or X) must sui·t the type 0.1 flo·sh in use, to ensu·re 
that the peak brightness of the Hash coincides with the instant when the 
shutter i·s fully open. 

Flash bulbs and e.leclronic flosh units differ in their fi.ring dela.y times, and 
me therefore classified in severa·l. groups in the toble oppos.ite . Set the 
synch·ronizi.ng lever on ihe shutler to "M" or "X"; according to the type of 
Hash employed. Then choose the shutler speed as indicated in the table, 
alnd tenlsion the shu#er in the· usua,1 way. Note: For shots wiih the self-timer 
(synchronizing leve.r set to "V") u·se flo~h bulbs onl.y at the shutter speeds 
given in the "X" column of the table. 

The pa'cki'ng or lea·flets endosed with flosh bulbs or eleclronic fla·sh units 
usuau,y g·i.ve d(lta· for ·the cOrl'eel aperiu,re settings. These do·ta often appea·r 
in the form of "gu'id~ numbers". To obta:in the apertur.e required divide the 
gu·i.de number by the ai·stance in feet from the cam&ro with the fla.sh gun to 
the subject. (In short: aperture = guide number/distance.) 
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~ 
I 

SUITABLE SHUTTER SPEEDS 

Flash Bulbs Synchronizing Lever 
set to 

cq Make I Type uX" I tiM" 

General Electricl SM I 
Not suitable 

F Westinghouse I~ 1-1 /125 for Wabash SF 
Sylvania M-synchro-

X Osram XP 1-1 /30 nization 
XO 

X 
Osrarn \. :r~ 1

1
-

1
/
30 11 /6~1 /500 M Philips 

S2 1-1 /15 1/30-1 /500 
Csram 

SO 
. PF14. 

Philips 25.38, 
60 

-- --NO:"T 
M General Electric No.5 1-1 /30 1/60-1 /500 

Westinghouse No. 11 
No . 22 

Press 25 

1 

Wabash Press~~ 
Press 50 

Sylvania No.O 
No.2 1-1 /30 1/60-1 /125 

I'hilips PF100 

General Electric No.6 
5 Westinghouse No.50 1-1 /15 1/30-1 /60 

Wabash No.3 Sylvania 

Electronic Flash Units I Synchronizing Lever 
CI. I Type "X" 

xl Instantaneous firing I 1-1 /500 



The Focar Lenses 
La1rge close-ups of sma,u subjects 
and crea~u'res (fl.owe'rs, coins, in
sects, etc.) are a highly interest
ing field of photog.raphy. You 
con take them with the a'id of the 
Voigtlander Focer lenses or the 
Voigtlander Proximeter I and II 
which ere also suitable for copy
ing pages from books, postage 
stamps, and sma,1! i,lIustrations. 
In effect th e Focar lenses shorten the 
focal length of the camera lens and 
thus permit th e camera to approach the 
subject closer than the usual limit ot 
about 3 feet. 
Th e close-up rang es covered are, 
With F 1 from 31 1/. to 171/. inches 
With F 2 from 171/. to 12 inches 
With F 2 and 

combin ed from 11'/. to 81/. inches 
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CLOSE·UP FOCUSING TABLE 

Focusing Dlltan,e from Subject to Front of (lole-up 
Scale Lenl with 
Set to Facarl I Focar2 I Facar 2 + 1 

00 2'7' /2" 1'5'/2// 11 ".-" 
60' 2'6' /4." 1'5/1 11 " 
0 2'5',.-" 1 /4~/." 11 " 
15' 2'3'1 1'4" 10' /. " 
£::, 2'1'/2" 1'3'/4" 10' /." 
9' 2"/2" 1.13// 10'/." 
8' 1'11"/." 1 /2~/4" 10" 
7' 1' 11 " 1'2'/2// 10" 
6' 1'10" ' 1'2/1 9,/. /1 
5' 1'82/. /1 1'1 '/." 9"1" 
4'6" 1'81J' 1'1,/./1 9"./1 
4' 1'7/1 1'1/1 9" 
3'6 /1 1 '6" 1"/J/I 8'/.-/1 
3'3" 1 '5' /. 1.1 l ' 8'/2" 



Working with the Focar Lenses: 

• For close-up shots with the Focar lenses preferably mount the camera on a tripod , 
and approach the subject until its image fills the viewfinder field to the desired exten t. 
Then fit a Focar 1 or 2, or both tOl/ether (F 2 on top of F 1). over the lens mount, 
accord ing to the distance of the sublect. 

Accurately measure the distance from the front of the Focar lens to the centre of th e 
subject, and set the camera lens to the distance indicated in the table on the left. 

• Stop down to at least flS to ensure adequate depth of field . 

• The use of a Focor lens does not affect the exposure. If a filter is used (this should 
be mounted on top of the Focar lens) the filter factor must of course be taken into 
account. 

• At such close range the picture area no longer corresponds exactly to th e view through 
the finder . The view fin der image shows a portion on top and on th e left that will 
not be reproduced on the film, whereas an equal portion oppos ite will be captured 
by the lens (parallax error) . With a Focor 1 th is displacement is up to '/t, of the height 
and the width of the finder field . With a Focar 2 the vertical and the horizontal dis· 
placement is up to 'I. of the finder area ; with the Focar 2 and 1 combined th e displace. 
ment amounts to 'I. and 'I. of the height and width respective ly. 
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Filters 
Yovr Voig·tlander lem wi'" sat-isfy your most exacting demands on definition, 
but you can appreciably enhance the afmosphere of your pictu,res, or create 
special effeds with Vo·igtlander mte,rs. Wi.th a few exceptions, therefore, use 
a Hlter whenever po's.sible for outdoor Soubjecls on block-and ... white film. With 
a fHte·r the sky in padj,c·u.lo·r - with or wi·thout ol'ouds - wi'" show up more 
effedively. 

Col'our shots as a rule dlO not reqvi,re fil.fers. An excep.fion is the vlt·ra-viole! 
fHter for high-level moun,ta,in sho·ts, and seaside pictu'res (see the I'ist of filte,rs 
opposi'te). ' 

Voigtlander filters are made of spectroscopically tested optical glass, ground 
absolutely flat and coated with an anti-reflex layer. They therefore fully 
preserve the extraordinary definition of the Voigtlander anastigmat lenses. 
The filter is fixed to the lens mount by turning slightly in clock-wise direction. 
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Yellow Filter G 1,5 

Yellow Filter G 3 

Green Filter Gr4 

Orange Filter Or 5 

Ultra-violet Filter UV 

Slight filterin g effect for outdoor shots requiring sho rt 
exposures, such as sports and action subjects, and 
pictures with low sun . 
Filter fador : 1.5 to 2 x Light Value (LV) - 0.5 to 1. 

Universal filter for landscapes and other outdoor sub· 
iects; indispensable far snow shots . 
Filter factor : 3 x Light Value (LV) - 1.5. 

Lightens green tones in a landscape. Recommended for 
artificial light portraiture and copying of colaured 
originals . 
Filter fador: 3 to 4 x Light Value (LV) - 1.5 to 2. 

Strong filtering effect through appreciable suppressian 
of blue light. Reduces atmospheric haze in distant 
views. Lightens yellow. red. and green tones. 
Filler fador : 4 to 6 x Lig~t Value (LV) - 2 to 2.5. 

Cuts aut ultra-vialet radiation in high mountains and 
near the sea . Eliminates any unpleasant bluish cast 
in colour shots . Requires no exposure increase 
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The Kontur Finder 

The Voigtlander Kontur finde'r is spe
cially suitable for capturing rapidly 
moving subjects (e. g . in sports photo
graphy), and is the ideal finder for 
photographers who have to wea'r spec
tades. 
Keep bot h eyes open when sighting the 
subject. The eye looking directly at the 
subject w ill>! see j,! in natural size and 
brnliance in ib sUIrroundings, whi·le the 
eye ,I'ooking through the finde·r wiH see 0 

frame outlining the picture area. The dot 
in ,the centre· of the finder ma'rks the centre 
of the field of view, while a dolled !,ine 
indicates the parallax correction necess
ary for subjects between 3.3 and 6 feef. 
For use insert Kontur finder into accessory shoe 
of camera . Do not let direct sunlight reach the 
eyepiece. 
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Against-the-light sha,ts with thei,r bril
liant rims of light and lascina,t,ing sha
dow paifems yield some 0,1 the most 
st,riking pictures. The I'ens haod sc'reens 
off any disturbing outside light. 

Furthermore the lens hood is aho useful 
when photographing in bad we,ather 
for it protects the lens against drops 
of rain. 

The lens hood 01 the VITESSA lits 
equaUy weH onto Ihe ,lens itself, or onto 
a Voigtlander /aler or Voigtlander Fo
car lens al'ready lixed to the lens mount. 
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Aperture and Depth of Field 
The depth of field c,o-ve,rs thalt pari of the subject area 
in f,ront of, and behind>, the focused distance which 
is 'reprodiuced! sufficiently shafpl,y ,in the picture. The 
exten~ of thi.s sha'rp zone increases the more you stop 
down the 'len6, and it deorease6 the la'rge'r the lens 
apertul'e y,ou a're using. 
• You can read off the depth of field available for any 

subject from the relative positions of the focusing scale and 
the depth of field indicator. The unmarked divisions will 
be clear from the above illustration . After focusing, the 
trian\lular T mark indicates the distance to which the 
lens IS set. To the left and right of this mark there are two 
similar series of aperture numbers . Tile depth of field at 
any setting extends from the distance figure opposite the 
selected left. hand aperture number to the distance figure 
opposite the same aperture number on the right. 

• For example, if you have focused at 14 feet, the focusing 
scale indicates that at f!3 .5 the depth of field extends 
from abt. 12 to abt. 18 feet, and at f/16 from abt. 7 feet to 
infinity (00). 
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Practical Hints: 

If the film leader is not securely anchored in the take-up spool, it may 
slip out instead of being wound up when you press the combi-plunger 
(see page 11 under setting the film counter to No. 0). 

Here is a positive check: The shaft of the rewind crank carries a red line. 
This aels as a ,check on the film .ransport, for it must rotate every time 
you advance the film. (It is advisable to check not only at the beginning 
of the film but mainly after 5 or 10 exposures.) If the red line does not 
rotate, the film leader has slipped out of the take-up spool and one has 
to rewind. Fix it again after removing the camera back (see page 8). 

• Despite the automatic interlock you can make deliberate double 
exposvres on the same frame (e. g. for trick shots). After the fi·rs+ exposure 
press in the ,rewind button once, and immeciiatel,y depress the combi
plunger as far as it wiU go. This re,tensions the shutler without advancing 
the Him, and you can now make your second exposu,re. Then work the 
combi-plunge.r in the usual wa,y as c,l,ready described. 
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Care of the Camera and Lens 
Successful results and long life of your camera depend largely on proper 
care and correct handling. Therefore always treat the camera very gently 
and never use force. If you are doubtful on any point, have another look af 
the appropriate section of these instructions. If the camera appears to hove 
a fault show it to your dealer or post it to Voigtlander AG, Braunschweig, 
Germany, Dept. service VA. 
For cleaning the camera lens we recommend the carefully tested Voigtlander 
Special Lens Cleaning Tissue, two sample leaves of which are attached to 
these instructions. Large specks of dust or grains of sand from the beach 
must first be carefully removed with a soft sable brush; ' finger prints and 
similar grease stains must be wiped off with a piece of cotton wool moistened 
with medicinal alcohol or ether. 

I Voigtlander Special Lens Cleaning Tissue (free form chorine or acids, 
leaves no /luff), also eminently suitable for cleaning filter glasses, 
spectacles, transparencies, ele., is obtainable from your dealer. 
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Dear Voigtlander U8er, 
May we wish you many happy hours with your new 
VITESSA L and lots of lovely pictures. 
Because we want you to take really good photographs right 
from the start we have asked a well-known writer of photo
graphic literature, Mr. H. G. Oberparleiter of Vienna, to 
have a simple chat with you about the things that matter. 
He wrote for us a. little book called 

"Let'8 Talk about Picturea" 

which contains in 48 pages of text and photographs a host 
of suggestions for better pictures. We should be very glad 
to send it to you at a cost of only a few pence (see back 
page). 

Yours sincerely, 

VOIGTLANDER A.G. 



"Let'8 Talk about Picturea" CQ8t8 you 

2 international reply coupons (postmarked) 
(4 it you want us to send it by air mail) 

obtainable at any Post Office. Should you be in Germany 
at the time of ordering, send DM 0.50 in stamps. 
To make things really easy for you we have enclosed an 
addressed envelope for the order card and coupons. 



We G u a ran tee 

this camera against defects due to faulty materials 

or workmanship according to the present standard of 
technical perfection. Should any such defects become 

apparent in use they will be rectified free of charge 

if the claim is made within a reasonable period 

after purchase. Claims for further damages, conse

quential or otherwise, or for the free repair of faults 

due to incorrect handling or storage cannot be re
cognised. 

VOIGTL1iNDER A.G. BRAUNSCHWEIG 



We reserv Printed .in e the right t Germany a make alteratians. 
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